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NOTICE
This reporl was prepared as an atxount o f wurk
sponsored by tile United States Government. Neither
the United States nor the United Slates Energy
Research and Development Administration, nor any of
their employees, nor any of (heir contractors
subcontractors, or their employees, makes any
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any leEal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not
infringe privately owned rights.

CHARACTERIZATION OF ROCK MI-l/l'S AND GLASSES

FORMliO BY EARTH-MELTING SUBTERRENES

by

L. B. Lundberg

ABSTRACT

Rock melts and glasses farmed by cartli-;nrlting Subterrenes have
been studied in some detail, fata are presented on both the molten
and the solid rock-glass products formed, Tiic melting behavior, thermal
transport, viscosity, electrical resistivity, and solidification behavior
of several molten rock-glasses arc described. The visual appearance, gas
and water permeabilities, thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, and
crush strength of several solid rock-glasses are also documented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The penetration of the earth by melting, with

subsequent reforming of soils and rocks into useful

shapes, is a major advantage of Subterrene devices.

These devices are designed to:

• form holes in geologic formations,

® remove excess material, and

• leave a self-supporting hole lining in a

single operation.

Most rocks and soils can be fused at high tem-

peratures (1400 to 2200 K); and, because their major

constituent in most eases is silica (SiO7), the

melts formed during heating and the solids formed

during cooling can be compared to silicate glasses.

However, the usual operating conditions of Subter-

renc devices generally do not form uniform glasses.

Rocks and soils are mostly complex mixtures of

oxides, which have been formed into solid solutions,

minerals, or glasses. When these mixtures are heat-

ed, the lower melting phases begin to flow and mix

with the remaining solid material. When the average

viscosity of the melt becomes low enough, the mixture

flows out of the path of the penetrator and is de-

posited either on the hole wall or is channeled into

a debris-removal system. Although the process of

melting rocks and soils with the Subterrene system

has heen discussed in some detail before, we will

present herein an additional discussion of the melt-

ing process along with some data on the properties

of the glassy solid products formed during rock

penetration.

1 I. MOLTEN ROCK

The properties of the molten rock or soil have

a significant effect on the performance of a Sab-

terrene penetrator. The penetrator tip must raise

the temperature of the surrounding medium suffi-

ciently to make it flow. To design a melting perje-

trator, oiw needs to consider, e.g., the melting

behavior of the medium, the transport of heat to it

and through it, the viscosity of the resulting melt,

and the solidification of the melt. These proper-

ties have been studied for some rocks and soils in

experimental uork that investigated their melting

behavior, the viscosity, and its electrical resisti-

vity of the melt.

A. Melting Behavior

The melting behavior of rocks and soils was

studied in a l.eitz high-temperature ricroscope

stage. A sample of the rock or soil was placed in

a small tantalum crucible set on a tantalum strip

that was heated by passing an electrical current



through it. The microscope stage was located iii-

side a gas-tight chamber which was evacuated and

back-filled with argon prior to heating the speci-

men. The specimen was viewed through a quart: win-

dow. An optical pyrometer measured the temperature

in the tantalum crucible to about ± 20 K.

The melting behavior of twelve different sam-

ples was studied in this apparatus. A summary of

the data is given in Table I.

In general, rocks and soils melt inhomoge-

neously, with some gas evolution usually observed.

The inhomogeneous melting is caused by the fact that

rocks and soils are generally made up of a mixture

of solid phases (also gases and liquids) each of

which may or may not have a discrete melting point.

Some rocks and most soils are so inhomogeneous that

they show a very wide melting range plu* .argc

changes in the melt properties during the melting

process. Bandelier tuff, for example, starts out

the melting process by forming a very fluid liquid

containing rather large quartz (SiO,) crystals. A

ot' iinrwltcd Randelier tuff ts seen

in Fin. 1. As ihe melting progresses, the liquid

starts to dissolve the >|u;irt: crystals and The vis-

cosity is seen ti» increase. Of course, #as is e-

volving fron (lie rock <ltiri»|: healt»J» causing Ihc aelt

to froth cunt inu;illy (if no! pressurised).

Some rocks do not nell in the normal sense.

As pointed out by Kni|iK.t'. liiseslones diminish in

their propensity to wit as the c-tlrite content in-

creases. In an open system, calcite (CaCQ.) decun-

posos to a hi|;h-acltittt; (2MQ <i) compound, calcma

oxide (CaQ) and carbon-dioxide (jits <CO,|. Xatur-

.111 y occurring minor constituents in limestone, such

as water and silica, tend to jajirove the situation

with regard to melting. Water, fur exanplc, addt'tl

to i.il/'iti' in a closed system can reduce the mini-

mum pressure and temperature conditions for melting

from 4 M M and 1500 K><5 to I MI'a .nut 920 K.6'7

Silica and calcite nis chemically to fora phases

with significant iy reduced Belting tenjie rat ores.

tor instance, the lowest melting euteclic in the

CaSiO.-SiO, syslen melts ;tt 1710 K.*

Material

Baridclier tuff

Jemci basnlt-1*

Jcmcz basalt-?

Hrcsser basalt

Chart.uat granite c

Westerly granite

Sioux quartzite
Tennessee ping tnarb'c

Shale, Santa Fe
County, New Mexico

Melting
Temperatures, K
Start CumpJcuT

1750

IS70

1510

1570

1670

1760

1760

1470 1560

i'.crruirfcs

Melt viscosity increased ni
quartz crystals were
consumed,

Kelts uniformly with sunic
gas cvoh.it ioi>.

Udik jhase nii-lu-d first and
tlten procet-di'd to totistme
the matrix.

Heated to 2270 K without
melting,, some devompuMtion

Discrete phase melting
accompanii'd tiy pas evolu

CaJicho, Santa Fc
County, New Mexico

Green River Shale,
Culu, New Mexico

1600

1700

Coal, Madrid, • - -
New Mexico

aStarted with rock fragments — 1 to 3 i

t ion. Viscosity incrtasu
ao more material met ted.

gas evolution than from
shales or caliche.

Heated to 2U0 K without
signs of melti»fi.

Started with powder %

cAlso called St. Cloud

1 mm.

granodtoritc.

Fig. 1. Bandolier tuff. Transparent inclusion? are
quartz crystals.



(J. Transport
The transport of hcit through the ntoiicn rock

i> a process I'umlasi'ijtal Jo the operation of a Sub-

terreiie device. Heat energy is transferred into the

fuel to liir-c i< and out of the iselt to sol idify i t .

nil- jiruvo'. of transferring heat from the penelralor

to the rock ir. cunjilieated. Because the rwli is

e.ira;i!t: the leading surfaces of the jienvtralor,

i here arc prohleas of heat-coupling between the- jiene-

iratur and the rock. These jirobleas zri*r froK..

e .g . . n u i • suri'act irregularit ies , (,;as evolution

during: twiting. ami solid particles in ihr a e l l . As

tin- rarli ;.ji5.fi toward the aft areas of :> penet r.ilor,

the EK-II Wc»s*--. c»>rc uiuforts ami stsrr.s to behave

like 4 sullen ' l a s s . These ce l t characteristics j>t«".

she jJ!-s'.itrt-». l>»)iSl up in thr melt tend to reduce

the coupling j»rt'(>leas as the stell i s saved toward

ihe aft regions of the jjcmetrator. The transfer of

heat thfin»^h A iwufornt glass is a cos^licatevt jiroces->

(c.f:.. firf. !>1, because it involves hoth radial ion

and "Iriir** csmiluct jun. The heat-fiov fhe(uite«.-»a on

the esiertor afl sevtion of the jieneJrslor are s i e i -

tar to !tw*r encmtntennl in cachine-fotntup of s:la*>

at I.ASI. of the

s

KJ*

vont hitlers. *c(wcfi has been

A cr i t ica l review has been

Jtcrat-transfer t>rhaviur of rttt-Ks ami r o d

'ft rot'li.s and rocli a e l l s , as >n glasses , fheraa! con-

Jucttrtty iv n«l J fimiJaacnia 1 jiroj'ertv '.tt Thai an

"a$»j>»rent ctjmlucl ivi ty" is aprfv-ircd JH a strati;.-state

heal-fluw cxjieriecni. S>ata froa this t>;ir t.-.ti>erii»enl

arc affeitetj •>>• fhtcKneS's an<) other e&]>eritM-nt*-il s!c-

*. Iht- sha|ie of the tettt>erature-vs-t?tet£iai con-

ivHy curies in f»g. - S» typical for rock aa-

n?c-r curves tivtstittstrate that a scssoth

t ransjt ton fnns one Heat-transfer process to another
HI r»cJ.*- tiiw* tutl general ly occxtY, as it t!i*cr« tn a

s j l i c ^ j;!as> (si-e Curve 5, f i g . ^ i .

T5te iiasait i s cinaplctely mil ten atuivr I5S0 K,

aihl it s t a r t s to tscll at «- 15*0 K. "* Tliis change

<>f <tal<- causes the in f l ec t ion point in the thermal

conduct iv»ly-!eraiieratme re la t ionsh ip . The in f i ec -

t ion imiiit seen in Curve 3 does not correspond lu

cotejilcSe lU'lliiiK. but pruftalily represents the in i -

t i a t i o n of part ia l t»i-leiHj* to ;» »;l.iss aateri . i l di-i-

tr ihuted in such fashion as to cause a radical

change in the internal boundaries, i.e., i i r.iust.s

the nater la l in iiMDKRii » igni f icunt quantUles of

radiant • «n*rgy.

10'

T TT ^-T-T-I-t-|

01 1.0 »
Th»rmo4 Con*Ktnrit|r (W/m-M

t ig . J. Theraal conductivity of rocks and glasses .

The complexity of the heat transfer to

and through the oolten glass formed, during rock-

fteltjng suggest-; that the fundamental thcraophysi-

cal properties of these materials would be d i f f i -

cult , at best, to u t i l i r c in ar. analytical treat-

ment of a Suhterrene penetrating rock. Thus,

Mcfarland's aodel for heat transfer fw>» a ponc-

trator oust bv -;onj>areu extensively with expcri«en-

tal data before i t s u t i l i t y can be assessed.

(.*. Viscosity

I'or a Subterrcne device to penetrate rock or

s r i l . the aeli formed oust flow under modest

pressure. In general, the melt should be no *ore

viscous than coisnerical glass which is normally

worked below a viscosity of 10" Pa's. A typical

Suhlerrerte operating envelope, based on this visco-

sity criterion and the practical teaperature limi-

tations of a pure aolybdemia penetrator, is defined

HI lijt. S. This figun- also i l lus trates the fact

that the v i scos i t i es of rock and glass nel ts are

nighty tenpi-raturc- dependent: a snail increase in

teaner.iture cm cause them to be much more eas i ly

worked, i . e . . B(»re eas i ly penetrated with a Subter-

reiw device. The v i s c o s i t i e s , T), of both glass and

rock ce l t s follow a temperature-dependence relation-

ship <f the form:

T| » A cxp Q/T ,



where A and (} arc approximately constant for a given

rock or glass. Note in Fig. 3 that the activation

energies, Q, for viscous flow of silica glasses and

siliceous rocks are similar, whereas there are

large differences in the frequency factor, A.

A contradiction between theory and practice is

illustrated in Fig. 3 in that the viscosity tueisured

for Bundclier tuff-glass indicates it cani:ot b<-

penetrated with a molybdenum penetrator, which is

contrary to both laboratory and field experience.

The explanation of this phenomenon lies in the fact

that, as pointed out earlier, Bandolier tuff is

quite inhomogencous and the first-me It ing materials

yield a highly fluid liquid. Hie viscosity data

presented in Fig. J are for tuff that had been heat-

.1 i h in air at 1720 K.

Figure 3 also illustrates that some natural

ideologic materials cannot be easily penetrated with

>i Subtcrrene device even when the temperature is

raised very high. For example, even if the device

would raise pure Cristobalite quartz to its melting

point, 1980 K. the viscosity at this temperature is

10" 2000
Temp(K)

I60O 1000 1200 1000

/SiO2 iRef 17)

10

7740Pyr«|Retl7|

Gloss working point

B2O,|Rel 2 0 L

Jemei bosolt/qlass

107 8 <

IO4/T (K"1)

t;. 5. Viscosity of glasses ,ind rock-glasses.

well over 10 Pa-s. In such cases, the only

other alternative is to consider fluxing agents. A

few preliminary experiments were performed with

B2O3 as a flux for Bandelier tuff-glass because this

compound has relatively low viscosity (see Fig. 3)

ana is readily miscible with silica. The experi-

ments involved placing B2O3 powder on the surface of

a tuff-glass hole lining and heating with an oxyhy-

drogen torch. A new glass formed quite readily, and

it had a viscosity much lower than the parent rock-

glass.

ViiCisity data were also obtained for Jemez and

Presser basalts at Corning Class Works as a func-

tion of temperature over the temperature range 1390

to 1790 K. The data were obtained by rotational

viscometry methods described in the appendix. These

data are compared with published data for molten ba-

salt in Fig. 4. Note that the published data show a

break in the log TJ-VS-1/T curve at ~ 1S00 K, whereas

the present data exhibit no such break. This dif-

ference is believed to be caused by supercooling of

the melts in the present work. In other words,

1700

Temp (K)

1600 1500 1400

54 56 SS 6O 62 64 66 68 70 72 74

lO*/T (K"')

4. Variation of basalt viscosity with tempera-
ture in the melting range.



crystallization was suppressed, and the glass state

was maintained to a lower-than-normal temperature.

The equations that best describe the data from the

present study are, for Jemez basalt,

T) (Pa-s) = 9.95 x 10"8 exp (30000/T)

and, for Dresser basalt,

Tl (Pa-s) = l.Ol"7 exp (29600/T).

The viscosity data for homogeneous rock or soil

melts should be used with caution in analyzing pene-

trator oerformance primarily because, in the opera-

tional situation, the melt contains both gas bubbles

and solid particles. Analysis of the real problem

should include the effects of these inhomogeneities

(see for example Refs. 21 and 23), at least in an

exploratory fashion to determine whether the pette-

trator performance predictions are significantly

affected.

D. Electrical Resistivity

IHoctrical resistivity data on molten rocks and

soils are especially important to advanced Subter-

rene concepts which involve electrical self-heating

of the melt. This glass-heating process is found in
24

the Pochct furnace used in glass manufacture."
19

Bacon's data for nine different rock types indi-

cate that molten rocks (see Fig. 5) have resistivi-

ties in the semiconducting range (0.01 to 10 11-m)

and that they behave like molten electrolytes.

IVe have obtained experimental data on electri-

cal resistivity of molten Jemez and Dresser basalts

over the temperature range 1390 to 1790 K simulta-

neously with the viscosity data using the experimen-

tal methods described in the Appendix. The tempera-

ture dependence of electrical resistivity, p, of

multen rocks is of the same form as for viscosity.

The equation that best fits the data from this study

for .leme: basalt is

p UJ-m = 4.87 x 10"2 exp (18200/T);

and for Dresser basalt,

P = 2.28 x W'2 exp (19100/T).
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Fig. 5. Electrical resistivity of rock as a
function of temperature.

The electrical-resistivity data obtained in

this study have been converted to conductivity and

plotted in Kig. 6 for comparison with other data

for basalt. This figure reveals the rather large

variations in the conductivity of basalts. HoweveT

the least variation is found in the molten state.

The large variation at lower temperatures, in the

solid state, is caused to a large extent by the de-

gree of crystallinity.

Presnall' has demonstrated the effect of the

amount of crystal 1inity very convincingly by plot-

ting the conductivity change of a crystalline ba-

salt with increasing temperature (lower curve, Fig.

6) and comparing changes with the behavior av de-

creasing temperature (upper curve). In the cooling

case, the basalt does not completely recrystalliie

during the experiment. The breaks seen in Pres-

nall's cooling curve and in Curves 1, 2, and 4 are

near the temperatures at which we observed crystal-

lization in the two basalts we investigated: 1331

K for Drosser basalt and 1318 K for Jemez basalt.
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lij;. <>. Comparison of electrical conductivity
data for liquid, glassy.and crystalline

basalts at 1-atra pressure.

I igurc <> also indicates the variation of clec-

tru'.il conductivity with the experimental condj-

t ion•;. Note i rather large variation between our

J.ita for Dresser basalt and the dat i published by

Bacon et al. The major difference between the

t' ;• cvjicrimenta 1 methods is in the atmosphere over

the melt during the measurements. Bacon's data were

ohtMined in argon whereas we obta'»i''ij our data in

air. Because molten basalt behaves like an electro-

l>te, the ionic motion, which governs the conducti-

iitv.hill ho affected by the oxidation state of the

JOIIT. ihi.s oxidation state is governed by the at-

mo-;phi-re over the melt.

I . _ liiH-K-i;i;iss_Sol idi f icat ion

die molten material formed by a Sufoterrene is

generallv either pressed against the wall of the

NuH'iiole and/or passed through a central opening in

the penotratur for eventual removal from the hole.

In either case the melt is generally cooled rapidly

e-iough to form a glassy solid which* as pointed out

earlier, usually contains gas bubbles and crystal-

line particles.

The problem of melt cooling and solidification

on the borehole has been modeled on the computer for

SO- and 75-mm-diam consolidating penetrators,32 m

our study we found that the cooling is strongly

affected by penetrator afterbody and stem design,

which indicates that controlled cooling of u bore-

hole lining (to minimize residual stresses in the

glass) could be achieved by design. Experimental

data are compared in Fig. 7 with the numerical re-

sults for a 75-mm penetrator in Bandelier tuff. The

"effective" thermal conductivity, \, used for the

rock is seen to influence the analysis significantly,

which indicates that accurate thermal-property data

for the rock being penetrated are needed if we wish

to predict the cooling rate of the borehole lining

III. SOLID ROCK-CLASS

The glassy solid bodies formed by a Subterrene

fall into two categories:

• he Ie linings, and

• hole debris,

both of which have useful properties. The proper-

ties of the hole linings studied include:

• visual appearance,

• gas and water permeabilities.

• thermal conductivity, and

• crush strength.

Only visual examinations have been made on hole

debris.

1600

1400 -

1000 -

800

CEipermtntal data
ANum«ncal result*,X =0.

from R T data

• Numerical re,ull»,X=0 75 W/m«K
from ft if 9

0 5 I 15
Cooling Time(ks)

Pill- 7. Comparison of experimental temperature
data with results from computer analyses.
75-mm penetratov in tuff.



A. Visual Appearance

The hole linings in loose formations are es-

pecially useful in preventing cave-ins immediately

after removal of the hole former. A typical hole

lining made in Green River shale rubble with a con-

sol idator penetrator is seen in Fig. 8. This hole

lining was simply dug out of the surrounding rubble;

it had sufficient structural integrity to be han-

dled without excessive care. To be sure, the hole

lining contains many defects, such as cracks and

voids (both closed and open), but, as illustrated in

the figure, it is structurally much sounder than the

parent formation.

A typical cross-sectio<i«jl vi«w of a longitudi-

nal section of a hole lining is shown in Fig. 9(a).

Bandelier tuff is, petrologicUly, an aggregate of

rhyolitic ash, quartz crystals, and feldspars (see

Fig. 1), and the hole lining is aiso an aggregate

consisting of a glassy matrix that contains par-

tially melted quartz crystals and feldspars. The

dark streaks in the lining are melted, unmixed,

dark-colored minerals which were deposited during

hole formation. These streaks delineate the flow

pattern around a moving penetrator. The radial

cracks in this hole lining have resulted from ten-

sile stresses built up during cooling by axial

shrinkage relative to the parent rock. Some radial

cracks are also caused by circumferential thermal

stresses. The hole lining in tuff, Fig. 9(a), does

not have very many bubble defects as compared to thi

lining in Green River shale. Fig. 8.

If Bandelier tuff is heated to a high enough

temperature and held for a sufficient length of

time, it will form a green-colored, transparent

glass. The sample seen in Fig. 9(b) was prepared by

heating the tuff under an inert atmosphere in a

inolybdenum crucible at 2100 K for 11 ks. It will be

noticed in the photograph, Fig. 9(a), that no

quartz crystals remain.

These glass linings generally adhere quite well

to the rock; they can be, and usually are, held to

a high overall diametral dimensional tolerance. For

example, Sl-mm-diam holes are typically held to

± 127 urn over extended lengths.

Hole lining formed In Bandelter tuff.

Fig. 8. Hole formed by Subterrene in Green River
shale rubble.

Fig. 9(b). Equilibrium glass formed from Bandeller
tuff.



The debris that must be removed from holes in

hard rock is generally a glassy product. Some

shapes the debris takes are shown in Fig. 10. This

material was removed from the borehole by passing

the molten rock up through a central hole in the

penetrator where the liquid was struck by a high-

velocity gas flow that both solidified the melt and

lifted the debris from the hole. The high-velocity

gas flow causes the rock glass to form into products

ranging from porous glass particles to glass fibers

(see Fig. 10].

B. Gas and Water Permeabilities

Gas permeability data (N- flow at 0.5 atm) for

various rock formations are given in Table II.

These data were derived from small samples, cubes

~ 1.3 cm on a side. Although much more permeable

than dense granite, the glass is several orders of

magnitude tighter than the parent tuff.

For comparison we conducted a water permeabil-

ity experiment on a rotary drilled 51-mm-diam hole

in tuff and on a glass-lined Subterrene hole of the

same size melted in the same material. The bottoms

of the holes were sealed off. The results of this

tost are shown in Fig. 11. The 0.36-m-decp holes

were filled with water and the times to flow radi-

ally out under the gravity head into the tuff were

recorded by observing the sinking water level. Note

that seapage of water through the glass lining of

IN
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TABLE I!

GA5 PERMEABILITIES Of NITROGEN FLOW AT 0.5-atm PRESSURE

Material

Bandelier tuff

Bandelier tuff glass

Jemez basalt

Jemez basalt-glass

Dense granite

Permeability. 10 Parcy3

243.0

8.0

0.5 - 10.0b

Not detectable

0.3

aThe American Petroleum Institute defines a Oarcy as
fellows: "A porous medium has a permeability of one
Darcy when a single phase fluid of one centipoise
viscosity that completely f i l l s the voids of the
medium wil l flow through i t under conditions of vis-
cous flow at the rate of one cubic centimeter per
second per square centimeter under a pressure equiva-
lent hydraulic gradient of one atmosphere per centi-
meter. "

bWide variation due to rock variabil ity.

I 3-mm gloss w a l l - * 51-mm dram

"O 200 600 MOO leaf
Time(s)

Fig. 10. Debris from holes in hard rock.

Fig. 11. Comparison of water drainage rate from
glass-lined and bare holes in Bandelier
tuff.



the hole, oven though the lining had cracks and

chil l-wrinkles, was s t i l l only half as fast as

through natural tuff. Water outflow from the glass-

lined hole was through fine thermal-stress cracks

and through other gross defects. True scaling of

the hole would require elimination of these defects.

Cj Crush Strength

Crush-strength data on unconstrained samples

were obtained for rocks and rock-g lasses to de ter -

mine t h e i r r e l a t i v e eompressive s t r e n g t h s . Jemez

basa l t and a uniform Jemei b a s a l t - g l a s s prepared at

Corning Glass Works by melt ing the rock in a p l a t i -

num c r u c i b l e in a i r for 4 h at 1720 K were t e s t e d .

Also , Biiiulclicr t u f f and Bandolier t u f f g l a s s taken

from hole l i n i n g s made by two d i f f e r e n t penctrators

wore t e s t e d . Three dried Banjul icr t u f f samples cut

into rectangular p a r a l l e l e p i p e d s measuring J5 l>y SO

by !»() mm wore a l s o t e s t e d . All other samples were

cut in to cubes 13 mro on a s i d e . The crush t e s t s

nere performed on an Instron t e s t machine. Card-

board pads were placed between the load p la tens and

the specimens to reduce tne error in s trength mea-

surement caused by sample vnd f r i c t i o n .

The c r u s h - t e s t data are l i s t e d in Table 111.

Note that the t u f f - g l a s s specimens were loaded in

directiyns corresponding to their orientation tn the

hole wall. There appears to be a significant dif-

ference in crush strength of tuff-glass from the

wall of the Si-mm-diam hole, depending on direction

of loading, but not in the specimens taken from the

Kail of the 1 l-1-mm-diam hole. There is only a

slight variation in crush strength with, density for

the tuff-glass from the 114-mm-diam hole. The major

differences occur between the parent rock and the

rock-glass. 1'or tuff, the rock-glass is as much as

50 times stronger than the parent rock. The tuff-

glass from the 114-mm hole was stronger than from

the M-mm hole because the lining from the former

hole was thicker and more uniform.

1 rom a structural standpoint, the rock-glass

in a hole lining in general resembles a competent

rock more closely than a uniform glass . High

strengths could be easi ly obtained by reducing gross

defects in the rock-glass such as cracks ar.d bub-

bles . Obviously, penetrator design and operation

affect the strength of the hole lining too.

TABLE l i l

CRUSH STRENGTH OF ROCKS AKD ROCK-GLASSES

Material
Crush Strength, Number of

MPa Specimens

Jemez basalt

Jemez basalt-glass2

Sandelier tuff

Bandelier tuff-glass
frcm 51-rrcn-diam-hole wall

Axial

Tangential

Bandelier tuff-glas;
from 114-™-d:am-t)0le wall

Axial (2.3 Hg/m3)

Axial {2.2 Mg/m )

Radial (2.3 Mg/nT)

Tangential (2.3 Mg/nJ)

44

103

2.8

+ 46
- 26

+ 101
- 72

+ 0.3
- 0.5

55

36

126

+ 58
- 23

+ 3
- 3

* 37
- 23

I l l * ®1 1 3 - 12

115

132

+ 14
- 16

* 27
- 42
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a Uniform glass prepared by Corning Glass Works.

i>. Class Thermal Expansion

Corning Class Works measured the thermal expan-

sion of a uniform Jemc: basalt-glass over the tem-

perature range 295 to 573 K. The mean linear co-

efficient of thermal expansion over this temperature-

range was 6.9 x 10 K . This value is intermedi-

ate in the range of expansion coeff ic ients for

commercial glasses (see, for example, Rcf. 16).

I. Thermal Conductivity

The room-tcmper.iture (303 K) thermal conductiv-

ity of Bandelier tuff, Bandolier tuf f -g lass , Jeme:

basalt-glass , and a local granite has been measured.

The rock samples were 25-mm-diam by 6-mm-high right-

circular cylinders and were measured in a



steady-state, comparison device operating with a 100

to 200 K/m temperature gradient. The rock-glass

samples were 1-em cubes and were measured in a probe

device. The tuff-glass was taken from a hole lin-

ing, whereas,Jemez basalt-glass was prepared by

Corning Glass Works by heating in air at 1720 K for

A h. The data, listed in Table IV, show rather

largo variations due primarily to the nonuniformity

of the materials, These data are plotted in Rig. 2

for comparison with published data on rocks and

glasses. Note that the room-temperature thermal

conductivities of the dense local granite and of

the rock-glasses are comparable to the published

data for dense rock and glass. The tuff has much

lower thermal conductivity because of its high

poros i ty.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A broad, cursory characterisation of rock-glass

has been made. Samples from both Subterrene pene-

trations and from laboratory-prepared melts have

been studied.

The melt ing behavior of rocks and soils was stu-

died experimentally and was found to be quite depon-

Jent upon the homogeneity of the starting material.

Rocks and soils, in general, melt inhomogeneously

with gas evolution and changing melt properties as

fusion proceeds.

Heat conduction into and through rock, rock

melts,:md solid rock-glasses was studied primarily

from a theoretical standpoint; only a few room-tem-

peratuie experiments were performed, f-'rom literature

studies it i-.'js seen that thermal transport in molten

rock is comparable to that in glass, i.e., a large

fraction of the heat is transferred by radiation.

TABU; IV

HOCK AND HOCK-CLASS THEIRMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA

Material

Bandelier tuff

Bandelier tuf f -g lass

Jeme- basa l t -g lass

Local grani te

Thermal Conductivity
(IU W/nrK

0.17 to 0.21

O.d to 1.1

0.07

1,1 to 3.8

Viscosity and electrical resistivity of molten

rocks were measured as a function of temperature.

Molten Dresser and Jemez basalts had viscosities of

~ 200 Pa-s at 1390 K and 2 Pa-s at 1790 K, respec-

tively, whereas their resistivities were » 2 fi-m at

1390 K and 0.1 fl-ro at 1790 K. The measured viscosity

of Bandeliei tuff did not correlate too well with the

performance of a penetrator.

Rock-glass solidification in a borehole was ex-

amined analytically to determine whether rock-glass

cooiing rates could be predicted. We concluded that

the cooling rates and subsequent thermal stresses

could be predicted reliably if accurate rock thermal-

property data were available.

The visual appearances of typical solid rock-

glass products formed by Subterrene penetrators were

discussed in detail.

Gas and water permeabilities of glass-lined

holes were measured and were substantially lower

than for the parent rocks.

Crush strengths of tuff-glass and basalt-glass

borehole lining samples were measured and compared

with the crush strength of the parent rock. As

might l.e expected, the rock-glasses were much

st rongc r.

The thermal-expansion behavior of Jemez basalt-

glass was measured to be 6.9 x 10" K" , which is

comparable to that of some commercial glasses.

Room-temperature thermal conductivities of sev-

eral rocks and rock-glasses were measured. The data

ice re consistent with published values.
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APPENDIX

ROCK VISCOSITY AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND !>".SULTS

The viscosity and electrical resistivity as a

function of temperature were treasured simultaneously

in the same apparatus at Corning Glass Works, Corn-

ing, NY. The apparatus is very similar to that used

by Babcock to measure the viscosity and electrical

conductivity of molten glasses.

Basically, the apparatus consists of a rota-

tional concentric-cylinder viscometer ' with a pla-

tinum cup and spindle (inner cylinder). The mea-

surements were made in air in a platinum-wound elec-

tric furnace. Starting from the highest temperature

and working downward, the temperature was stabilized

before each viscosity and electrical-resistivity

measurement. The temperature of the melt was mea-

sured with a thermocouple located inside the spindla.

uie viscosity data were derived from the torque im-

parted to the spindle when the cup was rotated at

a constant velocity. The electrical-resistivity

data were derived from ac (1 kHz) resistance be-

tween the spindle and the cup. Alternating current

is required for the resistivity measurements be-

cause molten basalt is a liquid electrolyte and

would become polarized in a steady electric field.

The resistance was measured with a General Radio

Type 1650-A portable impedance bridge. Measurement?

of both properties were made in the range of 1390

to 1790 K. The rock used for ttie measurements had

been crushed and heated at 1823 K far 2.5 h in air

in the platinum crucibles used in the viscometer.

The heat was supplied by an electric furnace. The

premelting yielded a black, opaque, uniform glass.

X-ray diffraction indicated the product was noncry-

stalline. The chemical co-nposltion of the rocks

and rock-glasses are listed in Table A-l. The vis-

cosity and resistivity data are tabulated and

plotted in Figs. A-l through A-4.

TABLE A-7
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF RjCKS AND ROCK-GLASS

Constituents

SiO2

A12O3

Fe2O3

FeO

MgO

CaO

Na20

K20

H2O

T102

p 2o 5

CO 2

B2O3

MnO

Dresser
Basalt

48.2

16.13

7.65

5.41

6.25

8.69

2.54

0.96

0.38

1.45

0.16

0.048

—

Composition, wt%
Dresser

Basalt-Glass

49.52

15.54

8.19

4.68

6.50

10.05

2.47

0.97

0.004

1.66

—

0.003

—

0.18

Jemez
Basalt

50.01

16.82

2.83

7.60

6.70

9.62

3.94

0.97

0.14

1.38

—

0.02

~

0.15

Jemez
Basalt-Glass

50.09

16.81

4.38

6.53
6.69

9.68

3.40

0.94

0.003

1.46

....

0.003

—

0.15
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